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Our paper embossing machines Perfoset P are most suitable to highlight the

importance of special documents and certificates issued by national

authorities or to pimp business cards or business documents and letters.

These machines will place a name and a symbol or emblem on the document,

which is not printed but embossed. The counterfeit of this marking is very

difficult and complicated, therefore, this marking is very secure on state-

issued documents. The logo or the text is engraved in special dies, which

consist of an engraved brass stamp and a rubber counterpart, which can be

adjusted exactly to the paper used. Using always the same type of paper will

also improve the quality of the embossing.

Our embossing machines are available in 5 different models, two manual and

3 electric machines. The main differences are the insertion depth, the

diameter or size of the embossing and the power transmission.

Embossing machine PERFOSET I/P

The Perfoset I/P is a small manual embossing machine for securing official

documents, embossing of photos or identity cards or simply for decorating

business cards or letters by a logo or a coat of arms.

Our embossing machine Perfoset I/P can be equipped with a embossing

stamp of 40 mm diameter. Brilliant impressions can be achieved on paper or

thin cardboard up to a maximum thickness of 120 g/m².

The insertion depth is limited to 75 mm from the paper edge to the middle of

the impression. Each machine is equipped with an adjustable side and rear

gauge for exact positioning of the embossing.

In case of an order, please let us know, on which side of the page the

embossing should be effected.

Maximum diameter: 40 mm

Capacity: Paper and thin carton up to 120 g/m²

Insertion depth: 75 mm

Weight: 5.8 kg

Technical data:

Options PERFOSET P

- Safety lock

Embossing machine PERFOSET II/P

The Perfoset II/P is our more powerful manual machine for securing official

documents, embossing of photos or identity cards or simply for decorating

business cards or letters by a logo or a coat of arms.

Our embossing machine Perfoset II/P can be equipped with a embossing

stamp of 75 mm diameter. With a improved power transmission, brilliant

impressions can be achieved on paper or thin cardboard up to a maximum

thickness of 300 g/m².

Each machine is equipped with an adjustable side and rear gauge for exact

positioning of the embossing. The insertion depth can reach a maximum of

110 mm from the paper edge.

In case of an order, please let us know, on which side of the page the

embossing should be effected.

Maximum diameter: 75 mm

Capacity: Paper and thin carton up to 300 g/m²

Insertion depth: 110 mm

Weight: 11,2 kg

Technical data:
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Embossing machine PERFOSET E/P

Our embossing machine Perfoset E/P is a powerful electric embossing

machine for securing official documents or photographs in passports, for

embossing certificates, sheets of writing paper, business cards without

applying any physical force.

Our electric embossing machines are designed for high demands. Even in

more solid materials like cardboard or pasteboard, brilliant impressions with

embossing stamps to a diameter of 75 mm can be reached. The upper stamp

is made of brass, the lower stamp is made of plastic.

Each machine comes together with an adjustable side and rear gauge to

enable exact positioning of every imprint. The embossing is released by

pressing a push button on the side of the machine. The insertion depth can

reach a maximum of 105 mm.

A lot of additional options are available for these machines, very popular are

a foot switch, a stroke counter or a safety lock.

In case of an order, please let us know, on which side of the page the

embossing should be effected.

Maximum diameter: 75 mm

Capacity: Paper and thin carton up to 300 g/m²

Insertion depth: 110 mm

Weight: 26 kg

Technical data:

Options PERFOSET P

- Safety lock

- Automatic release

- Stroke counter

Embossing machine PERFOSET ES/P

Our embossing machine Perfoset ES/P is a most powerful electric embossing

machine for securing official documents or photographs in passports, for

embossing certificates, sheets of writing paper, business cards without

applying any physical force. This machine is designed for heavy duty use and

highest volumes.

Our electric embossing machines are designed for high demands. Even in

more solid materials like cardboard or pasteboard, brilliant impressions with

embossing stamps to a diameter of 80 mm can be reached. The upper stamp

is made of brass, the lower stamp is made of plastic.

Each machine comes together with an adjustable side and rear gauge to

enable exact positioning of every imprint. Also included in the standard

package is a working table as well as a foot switch to release the embossing.

The insertion depth can reach a maximum of 105 mm. A lot of additional

options are available for these machines, very popular are a stroke counter

or a safety lock.

In case of an order, please let us know, on which side of the page the

embossing should be effected.

Maximum diameter: 80 mm

Capacity: Paper and thin carton up to 300 g/m²

Insertion depth: 110 mm

Weight: 90 kg

Technical data:

Embossing machine[ Paper embossing machine ]
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Embossing machine EMBOSSET

Our embossing machine Embosset is an electric embossing machine

designed specially for the use in offices. It can easily emboss paper, carton,

cardboard, ID cards, photos, etc.

The Embosset is equipped with an embossing stamp up to 40 mm in

diameter. The positioning of documents can be adjusted by a rear gauge, the

maximum insertion depth is 70 mm. The embossing is effected by a push

button on the side of the machine, an additional foot switch can be supplied

as well.

A very useful option of this machine is the exchangeable embossing stamp

set. The embossing head can be exchanged easily and quickly, the

embossing pressure can also be adjusted precisely. The upper stamp is made

of brass, the lower stamp is a special plastic stamp fitted exactly to the upper

stamp.

A lot of additional options are available for these machines, very popular are

a stroke counter or a safety lock.

In case of an order, please let us know, on which side of the page the

embossing should be effected.

Maximum diameter: 80 mm

Capacity: Paper and thin carton up to 300 g/m²

Insertion depth: 70 mm

Weight: 15.5 kg

Technical data:

Options EMBOSSET P

- Safety lock

- Automatic release

- Stroke counter

- Exchangeable embossing dies

Embossing machine[ Paper embossing machine ]
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